
USER GUIDE

Passive Bi-Directional Ribbon Microphone

The recordings produced by this microphone are detailed, intimate and capture the true 
character of a performance. The tone is rich and natural, displaying the full body of the 
sound source. This mic is a versatile and robust recording tool suitable for the home studio 
enthusiast and audio engineer alike. Our proprietary asymetrical transducer design 
provides more sonic options to best suit your tastes in a wide range of applications.

The term ‘Ribbon’ comes from the crucial and delicate element in the transducer, which 
oscillates as sound waves pass through the mic. It is a strip of corrugated aluminium foil 
with a thickness 20 x thinner than a human hair. With this in mind, if you protect your mic 
from blasts of air, phantom power and hard jolts and it can last a lifetime. A pop filter is 
highly recomended for close-miking vocalists or kick drum applications at your discretion.

Our microphones utilise unusually powerful Neodymium magnets that generate a strong 
magnetic field with a range exceeding the microphone body. It may attract other micro-
phones and metal stands/objects within close proximity.
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SET-UP
For those new to recording, getting up and running with a Hohm ribbon mic is much the 
same as with any other studio mic on the market.

Before you plug your mic in, ensure ‘phantom power’ (sometimes indicated as 12-48v) is 
switched OFF on your interface/mixer/pre-amp.

Secure the mic in provided shock mount and plug into your input via standard 3 pin XLR 
cable.

Gradually increase mic input gain while speaking into the mic to check for signal.

  
  Input too low    Input is good    Input too high

PROXIMITY
The distance between the mic and the sound source will have a significant impact on the 
‘response’. While most types of mic display this trait - commonly refered to as ‘Proximity 
effect’ to some extent, ribbon mics are especialy dynamic in this sense. Closer than 20 cm 
will result in more pronounced bass frequencies. Positioning further away from the sound 
source will result in a flatter frequency response and a more ‘open’ and roomy sound.
Find your sweet spot and adjust your input gain to suit.

POLAR PATTERN
This mic has a ‘Figure 8’ or ‘Bi-Directional’ polar pattern, meaning it picks up sound from 
both the front and back, but not the sides. Recording two different sources through front 
and back simultaneously is a great way to utilise this style of microphone.   
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As can be seen in the above picture, a sound addressed towards the sides of the mic will 
not generate much signal. Only the reflections of such sounds bouncing around the room 
and back into the grille will be heard. Use this to your advantage by pointing the sides of 
the mic at any sound source you wish to reduce/eliminate in your mix.

FRONT                     BACK

Our proprietary transducer is asymetrical in design, meaning the sonic profile differs slightly 
between the ‘front’ and ‘back’. Some users ignore this subtle distinction, but you may find 
you prefer one side to the other in different recording applications. For e.g;
I often choose the front side for my vocal. It captures a detailed low end and adds a little 
extra vibrance in the higher frequencies, but i prefer the back side when recording my guitar 
amp as it tames some of the harsher frequencies and provides a warm, flat mid range.

In general, the front is full bodied with a slightly more pronounced proximity effect and bold 
tonal characteristics. The Back has a slightly tamer profile with a flatter frequency response 
and subtle roll off on the top end. Be sure to spin the mic around and check which you 
prefer before recording your final take.
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BLUMLEIN TECHNIQUE

(Stereo Pair)

The Blumlein technique is a method of recording in stereo using two figure 8 polar pattern 
microphones butted up together with one rotated 90°. It is considered the benchmark for 
capturing a realistic representation of a source/room, with a sense of space and accuracy 
closely resembling that of a human ear.

The design of Hohm microphones makes this technique a breeze. Simply align the two 
microphone tops end-to-end with grilles facing alternate directions as pictured above. It is 
possible to secure them both in a single shock mount by carefully centering the join in the 
mount clamp, resulting in one less mic stand cluttering up your studio. *Always ensure the 
weight of the mic cables will not destabilise the set-up by clipping them to the mic stand.

NEED HELP?
If you’d like advice or require support in getting the most out of your 

mic, we’re happy to help. Give us a call or email anytime.

We also love recieving audio samples as it helps us
understand how people are using the mic. 

Tag us in your social media posts if you’d like
us to share them on our channels.

www.hohmmicrophones.com
hohmmic@gmail.com
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